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ABSTRACT

Measuring influence of one person on another has applications in advertising and marketing
and across the sciences. Most approaches involve inferring influence based on speech and
social media. In contrast, this paper takes existing spending data and attributes influence on
to the spenders and those likely to have caused their spending. The resulting metric, Social
Value, is expressed in units of behavior over time. While a person’s total influence on others
is called their Social Value, a person’s behavior caused by someone else is called their
Following Value. These metrics can also be used across an entire community, customer
base, or audience, allowing an objective measure of how much spending or other behavior
is social versus nonsocial. These measures in turn open up the potential to test interventions and campaigns to measure viral spread as well as overall shifts in social influence. This
article presents a computational model for estimating Social Value, as well as validation of
the estimation approach in a study involving players of an online game. A noncommercial
open-source implementation of the computational model accompanies this paper.

Interactions with others are central to the human
experience. Other people are important because we
need each other to continue to survive as a species as
well as for social relationships. We are well known to
look to each other for social proof when deciding on
an action (Cialdini 1993), even online (Marwick
2015). It is taken as an active assumption that we
impact each other and that collectively these impacts
are important. The study of these dynamics is the
core of all social science (Backhouse and Fontaine
2014). Within advertising, it has long been taken as a
given that people influence each other (Lessig and
Park 1978), though measuring it has proved challenging (Berry et al. 2019). Traditional models of lifetime
value typically focus on the relationship between the
producer and the consumer, but more recent advances
suggest also factoring in consumer–consumer factors
(Kumar 2018). Nuanced models of lifetime value
now include purchasing, referrals, influence, and
knowledge value (Kumar et al. 2010). Yet, assessing
marketing outcomes is often under-theorized and

challenging to measure (Katsikeas et al. 2016). In particular, measuring human-to-human causal ties in the
context of purchasing decisions has remained challenging, in part due to the complexity of human relationships and the difficulty of tying them to actual
purchasing records.
Indeed, “how” and “why” other people impact us
are among the most complex issues of the social sciences, and even “how much” has been challenging to
quantify. The 75-year Harvard Grant and Glueck
study (Curtin 2018) has demonstrated that relationships and social ties are critical for health and wellbeing, but such approaches only give us long-term
impacts. For practitioners looking at individuals in
business applications (and others), there is a need for
measuring the impacts of individuals on others in specific contexts. Advertisers and marketers in particular
have a need to identify the amount of influence in
systems and to identify those consumers within them
that might offer points of leverage out into the
broader customer base. A large body of literature has
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accumulated examining the electronic word-of-mouth
effect and what impact it may have on sales (Lee, Lee,
and Feick 2006; Vrontis et al. 2021). Connecting
online behaviors to sales has proved challenging, and
so much of the efforts lead to purchase intent rather
than purchases (Trivedi and Sama 2020). This study
explores a different angle by ignoring such speechbased approaches and by focusing on everyday
consumers rather than “influencers.” It attempts to
provide a falsifiable tool for the “how much” and
“who” questions as directly applied to sales. This in
turn can open up new avenues for understanding the
“how” and “why.”
The Social Value metric relies on purchasing behaviors rather than social media activity and so is a departure from many current approaches. To explain the
approach, we first offer a brief review of the literature
on computational social science, networks, and community, followed by the extant approaches to measuring
influence in advertising. We then describe the Social
Value concept in more detail. The concept is operationalized into a computational model and an open-source
software tool, which is then validated in field settings
via a large-scale test on purchasing behaviors within a
large online video game. As the first empirical test of
the method, this setting was chosen for validation rather
than broader generalizations and uses in other verticals.
The implications of the game-based purchasing behavioral results are provided, along with the potential uses
of the tool for leveraging the “ripples on the pond” of
real human networks through existing advertising practices. This highlights the need for experimental applications in the service of understanding what kinds of
interventions will lead to social increases in spending
rippling out from the right targeted consumer (Phelps
et al. 2004).

Extant Approaches to Influence in Advertising
and the Social Sciences
Foundational work by Friedken and colleagues
(Friedkin and Johnson 1999) called for an understanding of both the process of influence as well as the statistical modeling of it. In recent years, advances in
computing power and modeling have given rise to
powerful techniques to map and model those relationships and processes that undergird human interaction.
Network science is the study of who is connected and
what the implications are (Monge and Contractor
2003). For businesses, the challenge is often both cultural and practical in that it requires a shift from
thinking about individual customers to thinking about

networks and viral effects. Operations focused on targeted messaging to specific people rely on databases
with rows for individual customers rather than complex matrices of interrelations. A solution is to take
metrics for those interrelations and put them into
individual customer records. Leveraging them properly requires a shift in thinking from “how can I
impact this customer?” to “how can I impact a network of customers by intervening with the right person in the right way?” Fortunately, the tools and
techniques have expanded greatly.
Computational social science (Lazer et al. 2009) is
the growing interdisciplinary field combining the
computational capabilities of social network analysis
with the advancing power of computers to map,
model, and understand the complex interactions of
humans. Network approaches allow the modeling of
the way our relationships impact our actions. Early
successes in network analysis have enabled the tracking and understanding of how we meet and mate
(Christakis and Fowler 2009), how many “degrees of
separation” there are between any two people on the
planet (Watts 2003), and how people in some
“positions” in a network have advantages and disadvantages over others (Monge and Contractor 2003).
Related work on trust in networks suggests that the
kinds of relationships that may be more likely to have
influence dynamics may relate to homophily, measures of network closeness and the number of interactions people may have (Roy et al. 2017; Roy, Singhal,
and Srivastava 2017). Many of these models draw
upon work in epidemiology, tracking how an idea or
emotion can spread through a network, analogous to
how a disease may do the same. These are often state
changes (Pathak, Banerjee, and Srivastava 2010), or
modeled as contagion of a one-time behavior (Berry
et al. 2019).
Because many of these approaches use viral analogues, fewer focus on the ongoing nature of a social
system, with all of its messy comings, goings, events,
and changes. More effort has come from commercial
applications, with marketers looking to spot and leverage “influencers” in systems (Booth and Matic 2011;
Li, Lai, and Chen 2011). “Viral marketing” (Petrescu
and Korgaonkar 2011) is the phenomenon of consumers impacting each other through a range of social
media and word-of-mouth, whether organic or engineered by a marketer. In marketing, a common
assumption is that a person who has been viral once
will be so again, launching an intense search for these
key nodes in networks. There is now a robust literature on how marketing via “influencers” (Brown and
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Hayes 2008) works. Hayes, King, and Ramirez (2016)
detail how the advertising messages can spread and
when they are rejected, emphasizing the importance
of relationship strength, consistent with findings from
Cho, Huh, and Faber (2014), Chiu et al. (2007), and
Seo et al. (2018). Significant work by Berger and colleagues highlights the importance of communication
channels (Berger and Iyengar 2013), message features
(Berger and Milkman 2012), and specificity (Packard
and Berger 2015) in determining the virality
of messages.
Some, though not all, of these approaches focus on
high-value influencers, operating on two assumptions:
first, that a connection between people will lead to an
action taking place, typically in the form of a purchase, and, second, that the number of followers a
person has means they are influential (Olenski 2018;
Wang and Jin 2010). Aside from people gaming the
system (Narayan 2018), these assumptions have two
limitations.
First, the approach assumes that having followers
leads to an action outside of the system’s sight, for
example, a tweet leads to a purchase. If influencer A
has 1,000 followers, they are arguably twice as influential as influencer B with 500 followers. However, we
don’t know whether those followers actually do something as a result of their following. The practice of
hoping it works continues much as it has from the
dawn of advertising, epitomized by the wry joke “Half
of advertising works. We just don’t know which half”
(Rothenberg 1999). A robust metric of virality and
influence would follow the paradigm of performance
marketing, connecting the process to actual purchases.
This is critical because it allows for a metric to be falsifiable (Popper 2002) and to have an accuracy measure attached to it.
Second, the approach focuses on large-scale networks of influencers and followers, that is, finding the
right large-scale celebrity. However, as we demonstrate below, there is immense influence at the smallscale level, especially among close contacts. Celebrities
may have sway, but they may not be as powerful as
our family, friends, coworkers, and neighbors in their
aggregated power (Bakshy et al. 2011).
The Social Value approach uses an epidemiological
framework based in network science, plus a reliance
on behavioral data to address these two shortcomings.
Going forward, we highlight the distinction between
speech and behavior: knowing what someone did or
caused—in contrast to what their speech might have
caused—allows for falsifiability and accuracy tests, and
for advertisers, a return on investment (ROI).
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Subsequently, this means that while we acknowledge
the foundational work of speech-based research on
influence, the approach here focuses entirely on
resulting behaviors, that is, spending, playing, viewing,
etc. How and why people influence each other is not
a component to the approach here, though it can be
added after the fact for both insights and to add value
to potential interventions. The approach outlined here
treats interactions as a black box, focusing instead on
the results of those interactions and tying them to
verifiable actions.

Social Value
Social Value of a person is the collective behavioral
impact in a network that can be attributed to the person, that is, the extra behavior of others that is most
likely due to the presence of the person in
the network.
The premise is simple: the presence of other people
causes us to do more (or less, since impact can be
negative as well) of something. Their absence leads us
to do less (or more) of the same thing. In other
words, some amount of our behavior is attributable to
other people. The questions are then “which people?”
“which behaviors” and “how much behavior?” Because
we already have the total amount of behavior, answering these questions becomes an attribution challenge:
what portion of an individual’s behavior should be
attributed to others, and vice versa? This leads into
the logic for how to test and validate any solution: if
we think that a person has a certain amount of influence on another’s amount of behaviors, then the
removal of that person should lead to an equal reduction of that behavior. This could be either positive or
negative. A person who depresses others’ behavior
could be said to have negative Social Value and their
removal would lead to an increase in others’ behavior.
It follows that if we can measure the Social Value
of one person in a network, we can do it for everyone.
That level of analysis allows us to see the aggregate
total of all personal influence on behavior across the
community. In other words, it allows us to see what
percentage of the community’s behavior is driven
purely by interpersonal influence and what percentage
must be driven by something else. We call that
remainder Nonsocial Value. Some communities may
have more Social Value in them, perhaps when the
members have stronger affective ties or when they are
more interdependent. This does not mean that a community or system is better or worse; it does, however,
mean that more of its behaviors are caused by social
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Figure 1. Influence’s basic unit is a dyad, that is, two people,
who interact over time.

interactions than others. Why this might be is left for
future researchers presumably employing experiments
or natural experiments to reverse engineer Social
Value levels across a range of communities
and contexts.
The purpose of the approach is to eventually allow
the modeling of social influence on any observable,
quantifiable behavior. “Behavior” is generic and could
mean anything measurable, as the algorithm itself
doesn’t know what a unit of behavior means. For
example, this approach can be used to measure influence on time spent, sessions, monetary spending, or
anything else where the behavior is trackable and capturable with a time stamp. Behaviors such as voting
or sexual encounters may be impractical or unethical
to track and capture.
As noted above, this method does not explain how
influence works operationally. We know mathematically how much there is and who wields it, but we
don’t know whether it’s happening through discussion, imitation, persuasion, force, or one of many
other possible mechanisms. For the present analysis,
the discussion of what’s inside the black box of the
influence process is out of scope, but it is an obvious
and intriguing area for future research.
We start with examining the interaction of two
people, then between a person and many others, and
then among everyone. The most basic (or atomic)
unit of analysis is the dyad, that is, two connected
people. Take person A and person B, who we know
to be connected (see Figure 1). If we want to understand how much impact, if any, is person A is having
on person B’s behavior, the issue of causality and its
three requirements immediately arises: correlation,
time order, and ruling out other explanations (Mill
1884). Clearly causality is difficult to establish from
data alone and is a widely researched area (Pearl
2000), with an explosion of new research in the recent
past (Pearl and Mackenzie 2018). However, in this
research our claims are not as strong as causality as
per Popper’s (2002) definition, where a single counterexample can refute the existence of causality. Rather,
our claims are more akin to weaker constructs like
probabilistic causation (Eells 1991), where counterexamples could be observed with some (low) probability,

or even the psychological concept of attribution
(Schwarz 2006), where a causality is perceived to exist.
Of course, since we actually test with data, the attribution is converted into probabilistic causality.
Our approach to measuring probabilistic causality
is based on a retrospective analysis of behavior, which
is the core of the Social Value approach. First, we
must have access to data on A and B; for each there
has to be some observable, recordable action and an
accompanying time stamp for it. These kinds of data
are increasingly available.
If we have a series of observations where A and B
take some action, we can impose Mill’s three criteria.
First, when A does something, does B also do it? This
gives us correlation. Second, does A’s action precede
B’s? This gives us time order. Finally, and most challengingly, can we rule out other explanations? Perhaps
B was going to take the action anyway or was as
impacted by some other cause as much as A was, but
always acted later than A, for example, they both
drive home but one gets off of work earlier. To rule
out such explanations, we must have the equivalent of
an experiment. There must be cases where we are
observing B’s actions in which A is present and in
which A is not present.
If we have enough of these, we are effectively
watching a field experiment of A and B out in the
world. We call this approach inclusion/exclusion—the
over-time observation of behavioral chains when the
focal person is, and is not, present. The result is that
we can estimate with reasonable accuracy how much
more behavior B engages in because of A’s presence
and thus the Social Value attributable to A. Again,
without engaging in any interventions or testing, we
do not know how or why this occurs, but we know
with some degree of certainty that it does and that it
is due to A. As in any experiment, when all else is
equal, the difference between test and control must be
due to the stimulus. Here, A’s presence is attributable
as the stimulus.
As an example, let us say that A and B are residents in a neighborhood who sometimes meet at a
local park. Some days A comes to the park on her
own and stays for an hour. On days when A and B
both come, A and B stay at the park for an hour.
However, on days when A does not come, B stays for
only 30 minutes. In this case, it can be reasonably
argued that A’s impact on B is 30 minutes of park
time. This approach allows us to take B’s park-going
behavior and to break it down into two mutually
exclusive pieces. There is the portion of behavior that
A caused, that is, the extra park time of 30 minutes.
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Figure 2. Larger networks show that expanding from a dyad
will reveal that a person has some total amount of Social
Value that can be aggregated from all of their relationships.
Person A’s Social Value is the sum of their influence on each
of the five others here.

We call this B’s “Following Value.” There is also the
portion of behavior that B was going to do anyway,
an effective baseline of behavior that is unrelated to
B’s connection to A. We could think about this as the
value of the park itself. We call this B’s “Nonsocial
Value.” Nonsocial Activity is akin to the marketing
concept of loyalty in that it is behavior driven by the
relationship between the person/consumer and the
product/place. We can look at A’s behavior and apply
the same labels. In this example, A has no Following
Value, because she is there for an hour whether B
comes or not. Therefore, her Nonsocial Activity is an
hour. Additionally, A’s impact on B can be measured,
which we know to be 30 minutes. This is A’s influence
just on B, that is, her Social Value on B. It is important to note that influence going out and influence
coming in always even out. There is a basic conservation theorem at work. After all, we are not creating
new behavior, just attributing the behavior that is
already there. Also, this is a hypothetical and clean
case. There may be other factors at play, which we
haven’t factored in and which will lead to error in
estimating the attribution. For example, maybe it
rained one day, limiting A’s or B’s access to the park
for reasons unrelated to the park or their relationship.
Because there are likely other social factors at play
that we don’t capture, the measure is inherently conservative, either meeting or undercounting the
ground truth.
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The dyad is the most basic unit, but of course people often interact with more than one other person,
and the concepts of Social Value and Following Value
are meant to capture a person’s whole set of impacts
across all of their interactions. In network language,
they are properties of a node, not an edge. If a person
interacts with 20 others and has varying amounts of
influence on each, their Social Value is the sum of all
of those. Within their network, it’s how influential
they are overall.
This is illustrated in Figure 2. We still have person
A and her friend B, but now we also have friends C
through F, and so we can look at A’s interactions and
impacts on all six of them. If A has her influence of
30 minutes with B, no impact on C, D, and E, but
15 minutes of influence with F, then in this network,
her Social Value is 45 minutes. Note that we could use
the term Social Value at the dyad level, but by default
when we use it we are referring to a person’s aggregate influence on all others. We suspect that although
the dyad is measurable and important, most users of
this approach will focus on an individual’s overall impact.
Further, from prior social networks research, we
know that there are effects that can go out more steps
than just this first one (Monge and Contractor 2003),
though we expect them to diminish as they radiate
out (Newman 2003), just as a stone’s ripple on a pond
fades as it moves away from the initial point of
impact. The inclusion/exclusion logic still applies, but
now is carried out to the larger network. What are
the behaviors of all of the people in the network when
A is around versus when she isn’t? When the network
is larger than the simple one in Figure 2, this total is
still her Social Value. And, the same conservation theorem applies as it did with A and B. A’s total Social
Value must add up to all of the Following Activity
she caused in the rest of the network.
Human relationships are of course far more complex than the simple examples presented here. There
are more people impacting others than just A.
Perhaps B has some Social Value as well. And B may
also influence A. The impacts do not have to be onesided between people. It’s straightforward to imagine
that people come to the park to see each other and
will both come for more time than they would alone.
Perhaps a great deal of the overall activity is due to
people’s interest in seeing others rather than the value
of the park on its own. This is why we speculate that
overall community levels of Social Value will be
higher in systems with affective ties and
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Table 1. Terms and notations.
Terms
Network
Person
Social influence of i on j at time t
Estimate of Iij(t)
Time interval
Social Value of i with j at interval s beginning at time k: SVijs(k)
Estimate of SVijs(t)
Social Value of i at interval s beginning at time t
Estimate of SVis(t)

interdependence. We introduce these terms using
some notations below, with more detail in Table 1.
 Nonsocial Value (A,c,t): It is akin to the loyalty of
a customer A to an organization’s product or category c at time t. It can vary with time. This is
defined as the Nonsocial Value of A.
 Influence (A,B,c,t): It is the influence of customer
A on customer B on a specific category c at time t.
It can also change over time. A’s influence on B
causes change in the Nonsocial Value of B. The
amount by which B’s Nonsocial Value with product c at time t changes by the presence of A is
called the influence of A on B about product c at
time t.
P
 Influence (A,B,*,t) ¼
c InfluenceðA, B, c, tÞ : The
Influence of A on B across all categories,
 at time t. The “” symbol indicates that influence
over all the categories has been aggregated while
other factors are still fixed
P (A, B, and t).
 Influence (A,*,c,t) ¼
b2NðAÞ InfluenceðA, b, c, tÞ :
Influence of A on all neighbors in category c at
time t. Note that N(A) is the set of all neighbors
of A.
P
 Influence (*,B,c,t) ¼
a2NðBÞ Influenceða, B, c, tÞ :
Influence of all its neighbors on B, for category c
at time t. We call this
Value of B.
P
PFollowing
 Influence (A,*,*,t) ¼ c b2NðAÞ InfluenceðA, b, c, tÞ :
Total influence of A on the network, at time t.
This is defined as the Social Value of A.
We can roll up these component parts into other
meaningful metrics. Someone’s unaffected behavior
(Nonsocial Value) and their impact on others (Social
Value) are together their impact on the system, which
we call “Network Power.” Their own total amount of
activity, which is what we have traditionally always
observed, comprises their unaffected behavior
(Nonsocial Value) and their behaviors driven by
others (Following Value). We call this already known
value “Personal Activity,” and again note that this is

Notations
<V, E>
ti , tj , etc:

Iij(t)
I^ij(t)
s ¼ ðt, t þ s Þ

Ð kþs 
SVijs ðkÞ ¼ k
Iij ðtÞ  spendRateðtÞ dt
P
S^Vijs ðtÞ ¼ wk 2½t, tþs^I ij ðwk ÞspendRateðwk Þdwk
P
s
SVis ðtÞ ¼
j2NðiÞ SVij ðtÞ
P
S^Vis ðtÞ ¼ j2NðiÞ S^Vijs ðtÞ

an attribution exercise within already observed values.
The final metric is someone’s overall presence in the
system and is made of their unaffected behavior
(Nonsocial Value), their influence on others (Social
Value), and other’s influence on them (Following
Value). This is their “Total Value,” and it is how
much activity would disappear from the system if this
person were to leave.
Individuals whose Social Values are very high are
called Social Whales. Their presence causes disproportionately high behavior by others. And, their absence
causes behaviors of others to drop significantly. This
last use of this approach comes at the aggregate level
and so is no longer about A, B, or any other individual and is instead about the community overall. At
this level, we examine a table of all of the individuals,
as the example in Table 2 shows.
Here we can observe two new insights. First, we
can see the distribution of Social Value across the
entire group. Is it evenly spread out or concentrated
among a few individuals? Second, we can see how
much social activity there is overall. In this example
there are only two people who cause others to engage
in more activity (A and F). By adding all of the columns’ values we see the totals for Nonsocial Activity,
Following Activity, and Social Value. The latter two
must be the same since the total influence coming out
of people must equal to total influence affecting people. Again, this is an attribution exercise within a
zero-sum space. We are not creating extra behavior in
the analysis. Whichever of the social totals we use
(Following Activity or Social Value), this is the measure of activity that is purely attributable to social
causes. This is the answer to the question “How
important are other people?” In this example, 150 of
the 450 units of behavior are socially driven, so we
can say that this group’s behavior is one-third social
and two-thirds nonsocial.
The implications of this value are twofold. First, it
provides an objective measure by which we can compare two groups. If group 1 is 20% social and group 2
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Table 2. An example of a small community with leaders and followers and totals for social and nonsocial activity.
Person
A
B
C
D
E
F
Totals

Nonsocial Value (what a
person does entirely on
their own)
60
30
45
55
70
50
310

Following Value (what
person does because of
influence from neighbors)
20
30
40
10
50
0
150

Social Value (what
neighbors do based on the
influence of this person)
60
0
0
0
0
90
150

Total Value
140
60
85
65
120
140
610

Note. The sum of Following Value and Social Value over the entire network will be identical.

is 50% social, it prompts the question of why. Second,
we will naturally wonder whether we can change that
percentage, which would require experiments, or
quasi-experiments (Cook and Campbell 1979), likely
involving different advertising messages. If we can
observe a group and then effect some change in it, we
can see whether there is a resulting change in the
overall totals or in the individual measures. For
example, if we see that overall activity increases, that
tells us the intervention had an impact. Yet now we
can see into the change matrix to determine how that
impact took place, which gives us insight into why
and how it changed. Imagine that a community has
1,000 units of behavior, and then after some change it
has 1,500 units of behavior. If those 500 extra units
came as a result of increases in Nonsocial Activity
versus Social Value increases, we gain insight into the
process. We would know whether the intervention led
to increased individual activity or the mechanism led
to increased social activity or some mix of both. If we
have the ability to examine two similar communities,
we can have higher validity if we see a change in a
test community with an intervention versus a control
community without it.
As noted above, the algorithm treats the social process like a black box, but we can then take these
results to open the box and consider those social
processes. Different interventions and messages will
shift different metrics. For a practitioner with an
understanding of the consumer base and the context,
this opens the possibilities to both measure objective
impacts as well as infer how and why they occurred.
In turn, this enables learning about the types of interventions that work best in various applications.
The algorithm is designed to work with a variety of
scenarios. Social influence can be observed in many
varied settings where the key performance indicators
(KPIs) of interest as well as the factors influencing
them depend on the environment and objective of the
practitioner. However, certain common elements can
be identified and an approach is developed based
upon these common elements. First, it is required to

have a scenario consisting of multiple users interacting
and participating in some activity of interest.
Typically, this activity of interest will be consumer
behavior such as buying items or engaging with a service. Two important components required for Social
Value computation are data on user activities (timestamped so that temporal ordering can be observed) as
well as user interactions (or some proxy of interactions
between the users, such as location). For example, data
on users buying items from a website as well as data on
users inviting friends to use the website data can be
used as inputs to the Social Value computation algorithm. The approach is designed to estimate what percentage of users’ activities can be attributed to other
users they interact with in the environment.
The core idea is to develop a machine learning
model that treats some KPI, measuring the intensity
of the activity of interest, as a target variable and
learns a function that predicts this KPI based upon
various factors describing the environment and the
users’ behaviors. Note that factors measuring frequency and intensity of interactions between users are
also included in this model. Once such a function is
obtained, the absence of a users’ interactions is simulated by zeroing out the frequency and intensity of
interactions and estimating the KPI based upon on
just the nonsocial factors. For a given user ua, the difference in the KPI values when social factors are present and absent is considered the aggregate social
impact of all other users in the system. Generally, this
can be narrowed down to the set of users that user ua
has interacted with and, based upon the intensity of
interactions, the aggregate value can be further broken
down into individual attributions for each user interacting with user ua. The Appendix provides a more
detailed and formal description of this approach.

Validation and Testing
The algorithm used here has been coded into a
Python package that is open-sourced and is freely
available for noncommercial purposes. It, and the
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accompanying data set used below, are downloadable
at https://github.com/eunakhan/social-value.
Measuring Social Value directly is difficult as there
is no observable ground truth. Instead, we measure
Social Value by determining its impact on observable
behaviors and whether the results are consistent with
their expected measures. Because the behavior of
interest is spending, the study focuses on the impact
of Social Value on spending in an online game setting.
These were available and complete data and are not
intended to generalize to all possible settings. An
advantage of gaming data is that they allow perfect
and complete measurement of all transactions as well
as all interactions to easily construct a social graph.
However, any purchasing data set can be converted
into a social graph by assuming a perfect graph in
which all consumers are connected (see Limitations
and Future Directions).
The approach for validation is the following: First,
all active users in a given time period are considered,
then the spending history of these users’ is collected
and is used to compute the expected spending for
each user in the subsequent time period. These projected spending values are compared to the actual
spending values and the error is observed. The next
step is to compute Social Value impact on spending
for each user and then adjust the predictions using
these values. It is expected to observe a systematic
decrease in the error values for a significant portion
of the population. Thus, the core idea behind the validation process is to see whether accounting for the
impact of social behavior on user spending will
explain an appreciable portion of the error observed
when predicting user spending values.
Consider A and B in Figure 2. Suppose a state-ofthe-art method, based on past spending behavior and
profile of B, but not on B’s interaction with A, predicts the future spending amount of B, over some
interval s, which starts at time t, as SpendBs ðtÞ:
Besides, we also have the information that B’s friend
A has churned (stopped using the system) at time t,
that is, was present at time t  1 but not at time t.
s
The Social Value algorithm estimates that SVAB
ðtÞ is
the spending amount of B for period s, attributable to
A’s presence, and hence should contribute toward A’s
Social Value. Based on this intuition, when A churns,
B’s spending amount should decrease by SVABs (t).
We can adjust user B’s spending prediction, for period
s
s, as SpendsB(t) - SVAB
ðtÞ, and this value should be
closer to the actual value than the predicted
SpendsB(t), that is, explicitly accounting for user A’s
departure should reduce the error in spending

prediction for user B. Moreover, the phenomenon
should be consistent for significant population of
users, particularly if they are in the higher percentiles
of social active users. Applying this adjustment should
systematically reduce error and is used to validate
Social Value computation. The full process is outlined below:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Build a model that predicts the spending amount
for users. Use data up to time t and predict users’
spending amount in interval s ¼ (t, t þ s).
Based upon the network at time t, find all users
(U) whose neighbors have churned (i.e., neighbors
are absent from the system) in this interval s and
consider the pairwise Social Values from each of
these users to their churned neighbors.
Predict spending amount at s for each user u 2
U, using the model from step 1. Denote this estimate as Spendus ðtÞ:
For each user u 2 U, subtract sum of pairwise
Social Values of all churned neighbors on user
u, from the spending amount estimate of the
previous step, to get the Social value adjusted
spending amount: AdjSpendus ðtÞ ¼ Spendus ðtÞ
P
s
y2NðuÞ & y churned in s SVyu ðtÞ:
s
Compare Spendu ðtÞ and AdjSpendus ðtÞ with the
actual spending amount. It is expected that
AdjSpendus ðtÞ will be more accurate than Spendus ðtÞ.

Validation and Social Value Computation
Experiments on Online Game Data
With the assistance of a game publisher, we gained
access to detailed play records over time, for a largescale online game, World of Tanks,1 to validate the
Social Value model. Notably, we did not rely on selfreports of behavior, entirely avoiding experimenter
effects by using unobtrusively collected data (Webb
et al. 1966) logged by the game’s operator. All data
were collected, anonymized, and used in accordance
with an institutional review board–approved protocol.
Additionally, the supplying company complied with
General Data Protection Regulation laws for further
privacy safeguards. No personally identifiable information was used, and the universal player IDs were subjected to a one-way encrypted hash so that no analysis
could be connected to a player.
To add context within Tanks, players participate in
online team versus team battles of tanks. Each user
selects a tank of their choice and two teams consisting
of 7 to 15 tanks on either side are pitched against
each other on a virtual battlefield. Users can play solo
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Figure 3. Degree distribution (log scale).

or in groups with their friends. In case of solo play,
teammates are other similarly skilled users selected
randomly. The other, more social, option is to invite
friends to form a small group or even an entire team.
Each time a player actively chooses to play with
another, it is represented as an edge in the network.
The edge weight between two users is the log of total
time they played together. The log transformation was
used to better deal with the exponential nature of
edge weight distribution and is consistent with Zipf’s
Law, which is found in a range of social science data
(Wikipedia 2021). Players spend real money on virtual
items and experiences within the game. These range
from new tanks to cosmetic alterations, more powerful ammunition, and accelerated rewards from play.
The in-game currency is called gold, and the results
below are given in gold units, which are generally
converted at a rate of 5 gold to $1. One important
question is whether spending from an online game
are a proxy for other forms of spending. No one form
of spending would suffice for all commercial behaviors, as they range across sectors and levels of activity.
That is a large-scope issue worthy of significant future
analysis. For now, the goal is validation, reporting on
real people, in a real commercial system, making
real purchases.
For our study, we considered a three-week period
ranging from March 4, 2019, to March 25, 2019. This
period was chosen to minimize the impact of New
Year’s as well as Summer season special events, which
usually happen before and after, respectively, the
month of March. The sampling window was thus on
the conservative side of activity. All active users, that
is, a user with at least one tank battle in the period,
were included in the data set. There were 183,754
players and for all of them recency, frequency, and
tenure-based metrics were compiled, along with information on how much they played, with whom, on

each day. Figure 3 shows the degree distribution of
the network where the nodes are the players and an
edge exists between a pair of players when they had
played together.
Social Value scores were computed for all users in
this set. The time played together (on a log scale) by
two users in the interval was used as the weight of the
edge connecting them. The features used (taken as an
average from the most recent three weeks) were number of sessions, number of inactive days, frequency,
and number of unique neighbors in the co-play network. For each user the feature set also included
weighted averages of the number of sessions, number
of inactive days, and frequency of that user’s neighbors. The weights for this average were taken from
the edge-weights in co-play network. These edgeweights corresponded to edges measuring co-play
between the user and his/her neighbors. These data
were used to compute the Social Value influence
between pairs of users. At the core of Social Value
estimation is a machine learning model that estimates
the effect of the factors described above on the variable of interest (in our case, gold spending). Details
on the methodology can be found in the Appendix. A
random forest regression model was used inside the
Social Value algorithm and it had an R2 value of
92.92% and an accuracy of 82.64%, where the number
of trees used was 100 (Figure 4).
Social Value was computed for all active users in
the data set. However, an appreciable percentage of
these users were new with very low activity, that is,
one to a handful of days at most. There are very few
data on such users to make meaningful predictions
and conclusions since they are not yet participating/
engaged in the system, even though technically they
are part of it. This is a common phenomenon in freeto-play games where the barrier to entry is very low
but progression in the game demands significant time
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Figure 4. Predicted value vs. observed value.

and monetary investment from the player. Moreover,
users with low Social Value are very likely to have a
negligible impact on their neighborhood, and it is difficult to get any measurable effect of their social
behaviors’ impact. Almost all these users are those
with zero to very few relationships with other users.
Therefore, for a less noisy validation, the following
users were filtered out:
i.

ii.

Users who did not have sufficient history. The
number of days played in a 13-week history, for
each user, was compiled and the 25th, 50th, and
75th percentiles corresponded to gaming sessions
with more than 2, 6, and 30 days, respectively. In
order to capture the more engaged section of the
population, the top quartile, that is, users who had
gaming sessions of at least 30 days over the prior
13 weeks, were considered for the validation set.
Next, we eliminated users who had zero to very little play time with others. Figure 5 shows how
much they had played in teams versus their total
playtime during the three months from January 1
to April 1, 2019. We computed the ratio of time
played in teams to total time played for each player
and found that 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles for
this amount were 0.018, 0.06, and 0.3. In other
words, 75% of the players had this value less than
0.3. Once again, we pick the top quartile and
selected users with their ratio of playtime with
friends versus total playtime being greater than 0.3.
After selecting the most engaged and social players,
we ended up with 14,587 nodes and 30,976 edges.

We built a time series model that predicted the
amount of gold spent given the history of spending
data for users. Because the playing behavior in this
kind of environment iterates in a weekly fashion, we
used week-level granularity. Three weeks of data were

used to generate predictions for users’ gold spending
in the subsequent fourth week. To predict the amount
of gold spent for week four, we use a vector autoregression (VAR) model. VAR models generalize the
univariate autoregression model to multiple parallel
time series, for example, multivariate time series. They
can predict the values for multiple variables at time t
from their corresponding previous values, that is, t-1,
t-2, etc. The order of our VAR model was 3. The relative absolute error (RAE) for the model was 69.65%
when all the training data were used as testing data
and 71.17% when 1,964 players were held out during
training and used for testing. The difference is not
large, which indicates that the model did not overfit.
The higher error rates in this phase were not a matter
of concern because the goal here is not to build a predictive model to efficiently predict future spending
behavior but to see how the use of Social Value
improves the predictions. Next, we identified the 769
users who were active in the three-week history but
churned in the subsequent week, that is, they had
zero sessions then. We identified their neighbors (set
U where jUj ¼ 1,964) and observed their predicted
gold-spending using the VAR model.
Next, the pairwise Social Value scores were used to
adjust these predictions from the VAR model. For
each user u in set U, we subtracted the sum of pairwise Social Values that the churned neighbors had on
this user, from the predicted amount of gold spent.
The intuition behind this approach is that the amount
of gold spent by u should decrease by the Social
Value amount from its churned neighbors.
For users with significant Social Values, in their
absence a drop in their neighbors’ spending amount is
expected. In order to illustrate this, we partitioned the
users into 10 equal-width bins based on their churned
neighbors’ Social Value scores. Table 3 shows that bin
10 has 14 players whose churned neighbors had on
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Figure 5. Social playtime against total playtime.
Table 3. Distribution of different output attributes.
Metric
Social Value
Nonsocial Value
Following Value
Network Power
Personal Activity
Total Value

Minimum

Maximum

Standard
deviation

Mean

Total

0
0
0
0
0
0

222.550
631.375
392.924
631.427
688.180
720.362

1.266
5.428
1.962
5.652
6.450
6.682

0.125
0.594
0.125
0.719
0.719
0.844

43195.949
205229.185
43195.949
248425.135
248425.135
291621.084

average 2159.852 units (in gold) of Social Value on
them. As we move across the bins, the Social Value
drastically decreases. So, we focused on bin 10 (and
bin 9) for the validation. Table 4 lists the gold spent
predictions for players in bin 10, without and with
adjustment using Social Value scores. The adjusted
predictions have a much lower relative absolute error
rate with an improvement of 29.06% on average. Bin
9 has 74 players and the Social Value adjustment lowers the error rate by 45.89%.
Apart from validation, we also present some aggregate statistics on Social Value based metrics on the
entire population of active users (before filtering out
users for validation). Various measures discussed earlier like Following Value, Nonsocial Value, Network
Power, Personal Activity, and Total Value are shown
in Table 3. This experiment was conducted for
183,754 users and it was estimated that the percentage
of Social Value out of total spending (i.e., total Social
Value/(total Social Value þ total Nonsocial Value)) is
17.39%. This means that 17.39% of spending in this
set of users can be attributed to social impact during
the three-week period. The distribution of Social
Value for these users is plotted on a log-log scale in
Figure 6, which demonstrates a power law, which is
quite consistent with Zipf’s Law (Wikipedia 2021).
Figure 6 indicates that few people had a high Social
Value score. These are the people who have higher
influence on their neighbors and their presence or

absence can cause changes in their neighbors’ behavior. During validation, we focus on these users and
observe changes in their neighbors’ behavior, amount
of gold spent being the behavior of interest in our
experiment, after these influential players churn or
leave the game. These neighbors correspond to users
in bins 9 and 10 in Table 4.
Table 5 lists the predictions while predicting the
amount of gold spent (i) without adjusting for Social
Value and (ii) with adjusting for Social Value for the
players in bin 10. Without being able to factor in the
influencer causing spending, the predictions are systematically wrong because the influencers did not
spend in the tested periods. On average, the error is
64.39% before and 35.33% after using Social Value,
which is a 29.06% improvement. For bin 9 with 74
players, the improvement is 45.89%.

Discussion
The central premise above was that the presence or
absence of people in a system will have measurable
effects on others’ behaviors. Friends cause behavior,
and thus looking at all behavior becomes an attribution exercise to determine which portion is social and
which portion is nonsocial. This was validated by
looking at cases where the person was present and
those where they were not present to determine the
impact on others’ behaviors. In the data here, the
Social Value spending distribution followed power
laws (Pareto 1896), with a minority of individuals
wielding a majority of the influence in a system.
There are high-level implications for advertising practice: If the total amount of influence in a system is
X%, it means that some cents on the dollar are attributable to social forces among consumers, not to the
product or its messaging. Practitioners can therefore
view that same X% as the amount of new signal they
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Table 4. Social Value in each bin.
Bins
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Numplayers

Average Social
Value in bin

Total Social
Value in bin

14
74
180
272
327
239
102
31
5
935

2159.852
269.354
35.772
5.406
0.711
0.108
0.014
0.001
0.0003
1.283e-07

30237.928
19932.219
6439.078
1470.450
232.657
26.005
1.468
0.060
0.002
0.0001

can now see and potentially leverage. X becomes a
sort of “dark matter” equivalent in advertising practice: there and exerting force, but not previously
measurable. The validation of the algorithm affords
practitioners with a tool to identify the amount of
social influence in a system and to target those who
are likely to spread it or be susceptible to it. In parallel, it gives researchers a broad tool for identifying
communities with high and low levels of social activity. By determining the influence in a system, the tool
enables follow-on work into interventions within
that system.
Potential Applications
We propose three initial use cases where this signal
might add value: in targeted messaging, in user acquisition optimization, and in inventory management. In
each case, existing practices can be used to harness
the new signal.
Interventions through an influential person in a
network are the most direct application. By activating
such a person, their network neighbors should be
more likely to follow suit. The right form of activations will likely vary greatly by context. We speculate
three basic forms that merit testing: a giveaway, in
which the influential consumer receives a good at a
reduced price or for free; a pay-forward intervention,
in which the influential consumer receives an offer
not for themselves, but to give to others around them;
and a sharing intervention, in which an influential
consumer is given an offer that only works when
redeemed in tandem with another person. While the
first intervention is fundamental marketing simply
using the new targeting signal, the latter two are more
socially oriented in nature and are more likely to activate the existing organic relationship that the algorithm has detected.
Social Value measurement allows a new means to
evaluate the success or failure of such interventions to
spread to others. By definition, the Social Value of a

consumer is others’ spending, so changes in it are a
measure of that ripple effect. As an example, Kumar
and Rajan (2012) suggested that “social coupons”
(e.g., Groupon) may have poor ROI due to cannibalization of the existing consumer base. The Social
Value approach allows a more targeted approach and
evaluation not by blanketing a social group or area,
but by casting a stone to hit the maximum ripple.
Moreover, the approach is testable. Having offered a
coupon or any intervention, the algorithm allows the
business to see the impact on the person at the epicenter and then on those around them. Rather than
estimating word-of-mouth, the measurement allows
the business to see it in purchasing behaviors and calculate an exacting ROI versus the opportunity cost of
the intervention.
User acquisition in online performance marketing
is the evaluation of a funnel and its several steps to
ultimately determine the ROI of marketing spend by
comparing the cost of acquisition to the lifetime value
(LTV) of the consumer (Hoban and Bucklin 2015).
The Social Value “dark matter” amount is the optimization potential of these funnels because it is a proportional correction to LTV. It indicates that users are
worth more or less than previously thought (still netting to 0). If different advertising messages or platforms are more or less likely to bring in consumers
who increase others’ spending, the ROI of those messages or platform expenses can be adjusted accordingly. This allows arbitrage for the users of the
algorithm compared to those without it; a company
knows that ad platform A is þ5% more valuable than
otherwise known because it generates an LTV from its
delivered consumers that is 5% higher than was previously observable. Ad platform B is underdelivering in
that its delivered consumers are 5% less valuable than
was previously thought. In both cases, the company
can bid for ad services with information asymmetry.
Also, separate from the ad platform, the measure
allows qualitative insights on the creative used. If, for
example, an ad featuring dogs brings in X% net extra
spending by delivering influential consumers compared to an add featuring cats, it is a valuable signal
for future creative decisions.
Last, Social Value has an inverse application with
products themselves. Although individual SKUs have
no influence or influenceability, their purchasers do.
Consider a pair of jeans bought by many customers
but whose purchasers have no Social Value. Compare
these jeans to another pair bought by fewer customers
but whose purchasers have strong influence. Which
should the business order more of, stock, and
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Figure 6. Social Value demonstrating power law.
Table 5. Spend predictions with and without using Social
Value (SV) for the topmost bin.
Estimated spend (gold)
Players

Without SV

With SV

Observed spend (gold)

1
2
3
4
5
6

667.871
819.125
167.879
1115.043
807.837808
196.432

0
0
0
299.065
0
0

0
0
0
6700.0
0
1000

advertise? Without the Social Value signal, the business will erroneously choose the first pair, which is
currently popular. With the signal, the business will
consider the second pair, which is likely to
become popular.
A Note on Organic Applications
Experimental designs are possible in any social system
where we can collect objective, complete data on
human behaviors in ethical ways. The ability to measure these values at one point in time can be extended
to repeated measures, and the algorithm can be rerun
for different time periods. If we observe that the percentage of social activity at time 1 is X% and then at
time 2 is Y%, we can ask why. If we can effect some
experimental change in a system compared to a control, we can know why.
Understanding this process could as also be used
for positive social change. Research has shown that
peer pressure can induce cooperation in a network
(Mani, Rahwan, and Pentland 2013). This can take
other forms and become more efficient by starting
with the most influential people in that network.
Crucially, it is unlikely to work in a typical top-down
corporate sense where the hope of starting with an
“influencer” who is seeded with some product or

intellectual property will somehow simply “go viral.”
If an intervention in a network is to spread through
these real affective ties, it may be most efficient if it
does so because the people want to retain and
strengthen their ties. Consider the pay-forward and
sharing applications above, in which both activate
existing ties and demand a positive social act. The
most successful interventions may be those in which
the tie is strengthened on purpose; this bears future
testing. Regardless, successful interventions are most
likely to be organic in the sense that they fit within
the relationships rather than coming from an unconnected outside source like the advertiser. For example,
the intervention might give people a benefit if they
take an action together or feel more connected. If this
bears out, it would align the incentives of marketers
with civil society—the most profitable marketing uses
of social influence will be those in which friendships
and communities are strengthened, increasing the
likelihood of true organic influence to propagate.
Limitations and Future Directions
As with any research, there are limitations as well as
future directions to consider. We do not assume that
the players in one online game are representative of
other online games or of other consumer verticals.
Moreover, we have selected only the active players, filtering out those who did not play as much or interact
with others. Each game ecosystem will have different
such distributions of activity to consider. In that context, the findings here are only an initial data point.
We assume that the distributions of social activity and
of Social Value itself will vary from context to context.
In turn, this will allow us to explore why the variation
occurs, as many have (Lazer et al. 2009; Muchnik
et al. 2013). As with many others, we have an essential
confound: if some systems have more or less skews in
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their power laws, is that due to the system driving
behavior or to the self-selection of different kinds of
people into those systems? These data were collected
from field settings where consumers had opted into a
range of experiences, and it is not clear whether they
knew the social implications of the various settings.
Without a controlled experimental design in which we
force large numbers of users into these conditions, we
cannot know with certainty. It is likely, though, that
the amount of Social Value in a system will vary and
be based on the nature of that system.
For example, staying with games for a moment,
some games have mechanics that force interdependence among players and tend to generate longer-term
associations. This is a direct indicator that the features
and social architectures—the literal code of the system
(Lessig 1999)—is related to the social experience.
More social players may select more social experiences. More social architectures may cause players to
have more, and more substantive, social experiences.
Either, or both, could be at work. Without a controlled test, we cannot say with certainty that this is
causal, but a comparison of a more socially incentivized game with one like in our initial test would suggest that there will be more Social Value. Preliminary,
non-peer-reviewed commercial tests using the algorithm have been done in gaming, e-commerce, and
retail environments (Williams 2018). In these tests,
the algorithm did not rely on populations with known
ties, as was the case for the test here with gaming
data. Instead, those tests started with the assumption
that all users were connected, resulting in a superdense network graph that was computationally expensive. Iterations of that method suggested that these
graphs could be pared down with heuristics, which
allowed for quick and less costly run times as some
cost to the overall accuracy. Those tests suggested a
rough baseline rate of 30% to 40% of behavior being
driven by others rather than by products and services,
across a range of commercial activities and game types
(Williams 2018). Significant future testing is needed to
explore these preliminary findings.
The takeaway point is broader than an analysis of
online gaming. If we can find the amount of Social
Value in one system, we can do it in all systems. This
will enable us to learn which systems lead to higher
or lower levels of social activity. This has implications
for advertisers seeking to use the organic connections
within a group to spread messages or to incentivize
behaviors. Rather than seed a message with social
media influencers, advertisers can explore targeting
particular users to engineer ripples on the pond.

Using the tool here, as well as extending it through an
open-source effort, will allow us to learn what works
and what doesn’t.
In addition to pondering how the phenomenon can
be leveraged, we have inadvertently created a bevy of
fundamental questions to address in future work. Can
Social Value be thought of like Customer Lifetime
Value (Kumar 2018), which has an accruing, cumulative function? It is based on a social dynamic, rather
than solely on an individual’s traits, but the same patterns may apply, with increasing values over time. We
have merely looked at a three-week period. What happens in the next three, the next, and so on? And for
those who drop out, is there a decay function? Do
losses in relationships create vacuums that are in
some cases replaced, and if so, how? How will the
density of actions and interactions vary across systems, and will that suggest different units of time for
different applications? For example, the necessary
number of events needed to reach accurate values
would be unrealistic in, say, car-buying data, while
three weeks may be longer than needed in a denser
event space such as consuming music. These basic
concepts suggest that issues of density, velocity, and
context are fertile ground for exploration.

Note
1. https://na.wargaming.net/en
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Appendix
Computing Social Value
Consider a directed network of users, G(V,E), where each
user ui 2 V and each edge e(ui,uj) 2 E is a positive real
number representing the intensity of some given relation
from user ui to uj. Examples of such relationships can be
the number of likes on social media posts, messages sent,
invitations sent, and time spent playing together. For each
user we can have a behavior of interest; for example, in the
field of advertising, the behavior of interest is user response.
In most businesses, it is often a user-related KPI measuring
some form of engagement. For example, the behavior of
interest can be a simple binary indicator of whether a given
user clicked on an ad. It can also be a KPI measure such as
time to return, session length, or number of sessions.
Assume for a given user ui, value yi 2 Y, is the measure of
users’ behavior of interest. The neighbors of any given user
ui are defined as the set of users nj 2 N(ui), such that
e(nj,ui) 2 E. The objective is to quantify and compute the
impact of every given user ui’s neighbor nj 2 N(ui) on ui’s
behavior of interest yi. Specifically, this is an attribution
problem as a portion of observed yi is “credited” to ui’s
neighbors. For example, if a user typically plays one hour of
an online game by himself but his playtime goes up to one
and a half hours if he has friends joining in his party, then
one can argue that the half an hour increase in playtime
can be attributed to these friends.
It should be recognized that the above situation arises in
a variety of scenarios and it would be difficult/impossible to
develop a specific technique that will work for all cases.
Therefore, a more general approach/framework for Social
Value computation is presented. The proposed approach
can be applied in all cases as long as sufficient data on user
behavior and the environment are available. Extending the
formal scenario presented earlier, assume the presence of
data di 2 D which comprehensively describe user ui’s
behavior including his/her interactions with the environment as well as other users. The following methodology can
be followed to compute Social Value:
1.

2.

Develop machine learning model M (random forest
used in the experiment), which learns the function, f ðdi Þ ¼ yi , 8 ui 2 V:
Modify data di to di} , by omitting instances of user ui’s
interactions with other users from di.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

Use model M to estimate y}i ¼ f ðdi} Þ, i.e., the expected
behavior of ui if neighbors are excluded and social
behavior is essentially “zeroed out.”
Difference Di ¼ ðyi  y}i Þ can be attributed to the combined social effect of ui’s neighborhood. This quantity
Di is defined as the Following Value of ui, Inf(ui), and
is a measure of how much ui’s neighbors influence his/
her behavior.
Proportional to relationship intensity, e(nj,ui) 2 E, the
Following Value for ui is distributed among each of the
neighbors and pairwise Following Value from nj to ui,
PairInf(nj,ui), is defined as, Inf ðui Þ  eðnj , ui Þ=
P
n 2Nðui Þ eðn, ui Þ: The idea is that neighbors with
stronger relationships get more credit. Thus, a portion
of ui’s behavior yi, is attributed to each of
his neighbors.
The pairwise influence a given user ui exerts over all his
neighbors can be aggregated to represent the total influence ui has over his neighborhood.
P This quantity is
defined as Social Value: SV ðui Þ ¼ n2Nðui Þ PairInf ðui , nÞ:

The approach presented above requires the practitioner
to use machine learning methods for computing model M
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which, as long as sufficient data are available, can be developed and fine-tuned to perform optimally based upon the
underlying domain and other contextual information. The
core idea is to develop a model of user behavior and then
use this model M to simulate the absence of any given
user’s neighbors and estimating that user’s expected behavior. The difference in the expected behaviors, when a given
user’s neighbors are present and absent, is the value attributed to the neighbors’ influence on that user. This is then
distributed among the neighbors and aggregated over the
“influencees” to compute the respective Social Values for
the influencers (see Figure 2).
As shown in Figure 2, for a pair of nodes (i,j), SVij
represents the amount of activity done by j which is
attributable to the influence of i. Thus, this activity by j
should be considered as part of the Social Value of i.
Thus, in Figure 2, SVA ¼ SVAB þ SVAC þ SVAD þ
SVAE þ SVAF
As discussed above, computing Social Value (SV) is an
attribution problem. Consider SVAB in Figure 2. The actual
activity is done by B, whether of money, time, or any other
behavioral metric of interest. However, it is attributed to A,
who is the cause for this activity by B.

